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ROADS 

 
 
 

 Grade all roads and repair washouts due to heavy 
rain 

 Patching holes on our roads 
 Removing beaver dams that hold back water and 

flooding our roads 

 Sweeper came this week and swept all our streets  
 Half load signs removed off our roads except 

Wilson/ Tonomo roads due to flooding and still 
wet on edges of road. 

 Road patrols and cutting trees off edges of roads 
is on going 

 

 
WATER & SEWER 

 Public works repaired a few water and sewer shuts 
in TN and TS 

 Public Works changed 5 grinder pumps, and also 
completed some grinder pump repairs. 

 Maps were completed and installed in our 
Water/Sewer plants 

 PW picked up Sewer tank at Parkwood lane 
residence and returned to our shop 

 Half power ( 1 phase) in Temasgami south caused 
a starter to fail on one of our pumps at Temagami 
Shores pumping station . we had it replaced and 
everything is working fine again 

 OCWA noticed a leak in a pipe at the Temagami 
South tower , PW and OCWA checked it out but 
we think  it was coming from the top of the pipe 
somewhere. PW and OCWA are going to get a 
quote from Landmark to inspect both our towers 
because it been approximately 6 years since the 
last inspection was completed. PW will keep 
everyone updated 

 All docks have been installed and hooked up to 
break walls 

 Clean up at rabbit lake completed and back wall 
holding tree’s and material up was replaced with 
Ballast. 

 



 

 
EQUIPMENT 

 

 T11- 2011 half ton had rad replaced and will need 
to replace ball joints on the front end by the fall of 
this year 

 2009 ¾ ton truck needs severe box repairs due to 
age and rotting cross members on the box 

 Maintenance on Equipment 
 T-3 is all painted up and looks good , just missing 

a plastic piece on the fender and everything is 
completed from the accident. Waiting for part. 

 Welded bottom of floor on Garbage Truck 
Compactor due to wearing and age. This unit is 
showing signs of fatigue. Unit is a 1995.  

 

WASTE MANAGEMENT  Strathy Landfill – pushed domestic and wood 
waste 

 Haul fridges from Sisk to Strathy compound 

 Cleaned up all dumps but will be renting excavator 
for bailing holes for summer rush. 

 Landfill monitoring samples at all landfills were 
completed and awaiting results 
 

BUILDINGS  Unplugged toilets at municipal office and made 
minor repairs 

 Replaced water Valves and hose reel at the 
Temagami Ambulance building. Repaired eyewash 
station. PW will clean out both floor drains when 
time permits. 

 

 
PARKS & REC 

 
 

 Staff cleaned and prepared both fields for Base 
Ball tournament , they also cleaned and had 
everything completed for arena that weekend as 
well. Staff worked on weekend as well. Kubota 
was started and used to drag fields and pick up 
garbage. 

 Removed , releveled and  replaced bleachers at 
TN park 

 Back bladed and Leveled out TN beach sand , also 
cleaned up wood and garbage from winter. 

 Cleaned up at the tower and found 2 of our 
benches from the lookout were thrown over and 
are in pieces at the bottom of the lookout. They 
also threw our swing over the railing but because 



it was changed to a tree there was minimal 
damage and we can repair the parts that are 
broken. It has been reported to the police but 
have not heard back from them yet 

 PW temporarily repaired 4 steps at the tower, 
steps should be replaced 

 Repaired handicap ramp to tower, flower beds 
should be replaced at bottom of tower whenever 
time permits  

 
 

 
CAPITAL PROJECTS     

(2019) 
 

 

 RFP for Granular ‘M’ gravel for our roads was sent 
out. We received 2 qoutes  and then awarded it  
to James Lathem. 
 

 

       
     CEMETERY 
 

 PW Cut Trees and Brush along road and fence 
area and used chipper to clean everything up 

 PW Received 2 qoutes for a load of top soil, had it 
delivered to cemetery 

 PW Removed Whispering Pines sign, pressure 
washed it and repainted letters then reinstalled it. 
Looks great. PW also repaired and painted bench 
that was there 

 PW helped re level headstones 
 PW had 2 Burials  
 PW marked lots for headstones to be installed 

 
                                           

BUDGET  
(Operations 2019) 

 

  

 


